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COVER
Cubic’s Instrumentable-Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (I-MILES) is a high value tactical engagement simulation system for live, force-on-force training scenarios. I-MILES greatly improves realism within combat training centres and home-station training worldwide. On 21 September 2015, Cubic Global Defense announced that it was awarded series of contract orders worth nearly $20 million for its I-MILES Individual Weapon Systems (I-MILES IWS) from the US Army’s PEO STRL. (Photo: Cubic Global Defense)

Inserts depict Norwegian troops guiding a Bell 412SP helicopter in during Exercise “Joint Viking” 2015 (Photo: Norwegian Armed Forces); MetaVR Virtual Reality Scene Generator (VRSG) for simulated UAV camera payload videos for UAS training (Photo: MetaVR); and Selex ES’ SWave HH SDR, a single-channel software defined hand-held radio that provides wideband secure voice/data services for present and future tactical needs (Photo: Selex).
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